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It improves your operation, quickly becoming an 
integral part of your organization. It's simple to use 
because it's highly advanced. It meets immediate 
needs, and expands to meet future requirements. 
Its performance is assured by support teams the 
world over. It's everything you would expect of a 
product which has been developed by a company 
with over 90 years experience in information 
management. And its low cost makes it a sound 
investment for even the smallest user. 

Burroughs B 91. A first step in the B 90 series of 
small computers. A first step for many into 
computerized operations. For many others, a step 
into new levels of computer performance and 
excellence. 

A wise step to take. 

Because of its flexibility, the B 91 is exceptionally 
responsive to your requirements. Utilize its power 
and capabilities at a single site or distribute them 
to your remote locations. Use the combination of 
Burroughs standard application solutions you need 
and achieve results in line with your operating 
procedures. Use current members of your staff to 
run the B 91 : it's so easy to operate that they will 
rapidly become proficient in system use. 

Use the simplest approach to system 
implementation by going with Burroughs: we are 
your single source for everything your system 
requires. This single step is the wisest one you'll 
take. Burroughs B 9i. 

Take The Wise Step 



Getting In Step: Computer Management System 
(CMS) . When a computer system is easy to work with, it 
is readily integrated into your operations and rapidly 
begins to produce results. 

The B 91 is "friendly" to use. Through Burroughs 
operating software-CMS-the B 91 works with the 
operator, providing guidance and automatically 
controlling those computer functions which otherwise 
require operator involvement. A major element of 
CMS-the Master Control Program-automatically 
assumes such functions as utilizing available memory, 
selecting necessary peripherals and assigning system 
components and files on a job priority basis. 

The Master Control Program also allows the B 91 to be 
entirely responsive to your work schedules. For instance, 
during your working day you frequently need to 
simultaneously handle more than one type of activity 
such as entering cash receipts while you're printing 
invoices. The B 91 lets you do this through a capability 
known as Dynamic Multiprogramming: you schedule 
your work to your convenience and the B 91 organizes 
itself to meet your requirements. 

Staying In Step. As your organization grows, CMS 
keeps your B 91 in step. Growth is both easy and 
economical. For instance, disk storage and peripherals 
can be added to the B 91 without reprogramming: the 
Master Control Program recognizes these changes and 
automatically incorporates them into the system 
resources. And CMS continues to facilitate growth into 
larger Burroughs systems. 

Getting In Step: Application Solutions. The B 91 is 
exceptionally responsive to your particular application 
needs. A responsiveness which is due, in large part, 
to Burroughs Business Management Systems (BMS® 
program products), which deliver solutions directly to 
your operation's problem areas. 

There are application solutions for such diverse areas 
as: 

• Manufacturers 

• Utilities 

• Financial Institutions 

• Educational Institutions 

• Health Care 

• Contractors 

• Distributors 

• Wholesalers 

•Government 

Getting And Staying 
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These application solutions are designed to coordinate 
the major management reporting functions of your 
organization-from income and expense to complete 
financial statements on demand. For example, there are 
commercial application modules which take care of 
such jobs as invoicing, accounts payable, inventory 
control, inventory management, accounts receivable, 
payroll and general ledger. You may use only one of 
these modules, or any number and combination of 
them, to gain greater control over present activities and 
to better plan future operations. 

Quite simply, Burroughs application solutions allow you 
to manage more effectively. These low-cost 
modules-proven worldwide and ready for your 
use-have an immediate and positive impact on your 
organization and provide a strong return on your 
investment. 

Staying In Step. You can add application solutions as 
your needs demand. The B 91 's software capabilities 
are, therefore, always in step with your workload. 

Getting In Step: Advanced Technology. Burroughs 

! In Step-With You 

Super Mini-Disk II has three times the capacity of other 
media in its price range. This low-cost, easy to store 
disk means greater efficiency, faster throughput and 
more disk capacity for your money than ever before. It's 
another Burroughs first for the small systems user. 

This very small computer also has complete data 
communications capabilities: your staff can use the 
computer without leaving their desks, and you are able 
to get the results you need at remote locations. For 
instance, while your sales manager is checking inventory 
status for a customer who is on the phone, your branch 
offices can verify orders on terminals placed in their 
locations. The B 91 provides a complete sharing of 
resources-hence, a more effective use of the 
computer's capabilities. 

It's dependable, too. Burroughs has equipped the B 91 
with on-board diagnostics. The system runs a series of 
Maintenance Test Routines to detect trouble before it 
occurs. The B 91 gets and stays in step-with the added 
assurance of greater system reliability. 



Terminal stations provide computer power where 
needed, whether it's at your main office or remote 
locations. Burroughs Modular Terminals allow data 
input and inquiries from your various departments for 
a complete utilization of the B 91 's capabilities. 

Depending on your requirements, the B 91 may be 
provided with or without a console display. The screen 
shows instructions, messages, inquiries and data input 
in bright, easy-to-read letters and numerals, with a 
capability of displaying 256 or 1,920 characters. 

The Essentials Of 

Disk storage subsystems are available to meet your 
particular needs. Shown from left to right are 
Burroughs Super Mini-Disk II, cartridge disk, Super 
Mini-Disk and fixed disk. Your Burroughs representative 



A Successful Step 
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A selection of printers are available to meet a variety 
of requirements. Shown below are two Burroughs 
line printers which accommodate the demands of a 
heavy workload. Also shown is our terminal printer, 
which may be used with Burroughs terminal 
displays, or by itself at remote locations. 
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The keyboard is operator-oriented-so easy to use 

that members of your staff rapidly become productive. 

Featured is the standard alpha-numeric keyboard; 

indicator lights which guide the operator through 

programs; and 24 program select keys which further 

simplify use. 

A Successful Step 

will fit the best combination of these subsystems to 

your requirements, providing expandable power-from 

two to 24 million bytes-which grows with your needs. 

The inbuilt printer produces forms which are 8.5 

inches (22.6 cm) wide-easy to work with and 

precisely the convenient size for most filing systems. Its 

90 characters-per-second matrix printer is bi-directional 

for fast throughput. 
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The single-most important element of a 
successful installation is people. People 
who have the know-how and ability to 
provide you a system which fits your 
organization. Who know how to put the 
best system together to meet your 
application needs effectively and 
economically. Our worldwide marketing 
staff of nearly 30,000 representatives have 
been trained to assist you in taking the best 
step for your organization. 

And once you've taken the step, you'll have 

our support. People who can train your 
people in system use. People who will 
service your system if necessary. People 
who back the B 91 to ensure continuous 
and optimum system performance. 

These people are Burroughs people-and 
they work for you. You take the wise step 
when you go with a company which has 
the people and the products a successful 
installation requires. Burroughs has them. 

The next step is yours. 
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